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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and
a corresponding system for playing digital contents pro-
tected with a DRM scheme, the digital contents being
stored in a server provider and downloaded in a user
device to be decrypted and played. More particularly, the
invention relates to a method and system of the type de-
scribed above wherein the DRM scheme requires that
the digital contents are played by a specific player of the
user device.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Known approaches for protecting digital con-
tents with DRM (Digital rights management) prevent un-
authorized redistribution and restrict the ways a user can
copy purchased content, thus limiting the piracy of com-
mercially marketed digital material, which recently in-
creased especially through the widespread use of peer-
to-peer file exchange programs.
[0003] A known approach for protecting digital con-
tents may be implemented by embedding a code in the
digital content which prevents its copy to an unauthorized
user device. Further protections may be provided, for ex-
ample, by specifying a time period in which the content
can be accessed or limiting the number of devices wher-
eon the content can be installed or read. More particu-
larly, a protected digital content and a code is transmitted
from a client to a device of a user which purchases the
content. The digital content is stored in the client or re-
trieved from the client in streaming from a network. When
the user device receives the digital content in protected
format, it decrypts such with the code.
[0004] A limitation of the above cited approach is that
the client or content provided is responsible not only to
deliver the digital content in protected format but also to
implement the DRM, generating the code for the user
device and storing it. In other words, the approach has
a notable impact on the client. Moreover, this approach
has a limitation of security because the code enabling
the reading of the protected digital content is transmitted
to the user device and is at least available to the user; in
other words, the code is not consumed or destroyed after
reading the protecting digital content in the user device
and it remains available for the user.
[0005] It may be desired to reduce the impact of pro-
tecting digital contents on the client or content provider
and to enforce the security of the DRM so that the code
enabling the user device to read the digital content pro-
vider is not easily available at the user device side, thus
overcoming the limitations of current approaches.
[0006] Different types of content services and common
DRM problems in each type are discussed below.
[0007] In a rental service, the consumer purchases the
right to use content for a fixed period of time. In a rental

service like video on demand (VOD), the content lifetime
is usually short (e.g. 24 hours) and the content is viewed
on a single device. This may be the simplest type of serv-
ice to implement in a consumer-friendly way.
[0008] In a subscription rental service, the consumer
can access a substantial library of content. In a streaming
video subscription service, for example, a subscriber may
pay a monthly fee to access a variety of movies or TV
programs. In a subscription rental service, consumers
get access to content for a longer period of time so issues
like the portability of the content (moving content between
devices or accessing it multiple times on different devic-
es), device upgrades and updates to the DRM technology
may be considered. New licenses may be issued to sub-
scribers to allow access for the next subscription period.
This process should be as seamless as possible and not
cause any disruption in accessing subscription content.
[0009] In a "purchase to own" model, the consumer
purchases the right to consume the content for as long
as desired. A common requirement in this type of service
is the ability to backup content and licenses in case a
device is damaged, stolen or upgraded. Upgrades of the
DRM technology may also need to be handled so that
new content can be purchased after the upgrade but pre-
viously purchased content can still be used. Consumers
will often expect to access the content on multiple devic-
es.
[0010] Some DRM content services only deliver con-
tent to one type of device. More commonly content dis-
tributors want to deliver content to a range of different
devices, e.g. Android phones and iPhones. Multiple im-
plementations of the same DRM technology are required
for different devices and operating systems. The DRM
client may be integrated with a media player, download
manager, file system and other components on the de-
vice. As a result DRM clients are often installed on the
device during manufacture or provisioning. A Microsoft
Playready DRM client for example, may not be available
on all the devices used by the content service’s target
consumers.
[0011] Also, many DRM technologies bind licenses to
a particular device. This means that a new license must
be issued to each device on which the consumer wants
to play the content and it may be necessary to track the
devices owned by a particular consumer.
[0012] Content can be downloaded or streamed.
Streaming content is often only stored on the server side
and not on the client device. This has the advantage that
device upgrades or updates of the DRM technology are
less problematic since older DRM content does not have
to be ported to the new device or DRM version.
[0013] Examples of content services and the typical
DRM problems associated with them are set forth below.
[0014] Video on demand includes a service type in-
volving rental, e.g. 24-hour access to films and TV pro-
grams. Content delivery involves download or streaming,
and devices include PCs or connected TVs. This type of
service has few DRM usability issues as long as DRM
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clients are available for all target device types.
[0015] "Unlimited" video subscription service includes
a service type involving subscription rental and streaming
content delivery. Devices include PCs, connected TVs,
tablets and mobile phones. Making DRM clients available
for all target device types may require additional devel-
opment. Subscription renewal should be as transparent
as possible and the user should not encounter any inter-
ruptions in content access. Features like license prede-
livery and silent license delivery facilitate "invisible" sub-
scription renewal.
[0016] Video download to own is a purchase-to-own
service type with content delivery that is downloaded.
Devices include PCs, connected TVs, tablets and mobile
phones. Content and licenses should be backed up on
the server-side to allow users to move them when devices
are lost or upgraded. When updating the DRM technol-
ogy, older content must still be playable. In major up-
grades, a new version of previously purchased content
may need to be delivered to subscribers.
[0017] As known, a method for playing digital contents
protected by a DRM scheme provides that a user device
plays the contents downloaded from a server provider
only if a license is acquired and used to decrypt the con-
tent. The DRM (Digital Right Management) scheme may
also require that the digital content is played with a spe-
cific player which is enabled to decrypt the digital contents
download or received in streaming from the server. Also
the streaming format from the server provider may be
provided by the DRM scheme.
[0018] In this respect, the user device may store a na-
tive player which is different from the specific player re-
quested by the DRM scheme. The term native player is
referred to a player stored by a manufacturer of the user
device together with the operating system; the native
player may be faster than a "non-native" player, since it
is more integrated with the operating system. For in-
stance, the native player may use an accelerator of the
operating system for improving the performance of ren-
dering a movie.
[0019] Thus, if the specific player requested by the
DRM scheme is not the native player of the user device,
the performance of the digital content reproduction may
be reduced.
[0020] In this respect, digital contents downloaded or
streamed with the DRM PlayReady scheme of Microsoft,
cannot be read and decrypted from the native player of
an iPhone mobile user device, i.e. from Quick Time Play-
er. In this case, a specific and non-native player must be
downloaded into the iPhone mobile for decrypting and
playing such contents. The non-native player inside the
iPhone may perform less than the Quick Time Player,
due to a slower communication with the operating system
of the user device, i.e. iOS.
[0021] So a technical problem that may need to be ad-
dressed is how to play digital content protected with a
DRM scheme without downloading a specific player,
such specific player being however required by the DRM

scheme to decrypt and play the digital content which is
downloaded or streamed from the server provider. An-
other technical problem is how to provide a method for
securely playing digital contents protected by a DRM
scheme with a secure and improved performance and
flexibility (e.g. without leaking out decryption keys and
contents), especially for what concerns the phases for
decrypting and playing the digital contents in the user
device, thus overcoming the limitation which currently
affects the prior art method.

Summary of the Invention

[0022] The approach at the base of the present inven-
tion is to store an application inside a user device which
translates the digital contents protected with a predeter-
mined DRM scheme into a digital format which is read-
able by a native player of the user device. The application,
also indicated as DRM proxy application, handles de-
cryption, license acquisition and rights management,
through a DRM server which is connected via a network
to the user device. The application runs as a local web
server on the user device, for example on an iPhone user
device, and communicates with the native player of the
user device.
[0023] According to an embodiment of the invention,
the DRM application supports Apple HTTP streaming
and also Microsoft Smooth Streaming from a remote
server, thus enabling the native player to play digital con-
tents managed according to different DRM streaming
protocols. Advantageously, the performance of the digital
content execution is increased because the native player
is specifically designed to communicate with the user de-
vice operating system and the DRM proxy application.
[0024] According to the approach reported above, the
technical problem is addressed by a method for playing
digital contents protected by a DRM scheme, wherein
the digital contents are stored in a server provider and
streamed to a user device for playing, the method includ-
ing: executing a DRM application inside the user device,
the application interfacing the server and a native player
of the user device; connecting the DRM application to
the server, selecting a digital content to be downloaded
and retrieving a corresponding remote playlist; trans-
forming the remote playlist in a local playlist having a
format readable from the native player and playing a plu-
rality of local packets of the local playlist inside the native
player. The step of playing the local playlist including, for
each packet: requesting a corresponding remote packet
from the DRM application to said server; returning the
remote packet to the DRM application; acquiring a li-
cense to decrypt the remote packet; and decrypting the
remote packet in the DRM application and returning the
decrypted packet to the native player as a local packet
to be displayed.
[0025] Advantageously, the native player of the user
device is used to play the content even if the DRM
scheme requires a different and specific player; the com-
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munication between the native player and the operating
system of the user device is faster than a communication
between such operating system and a specific and non-
native player. In fact, the native player may use the ac-
celerator provided by the operating system of the user
device for rendering the digital contents.
[0026] In an embodiment of the invention, the user de-
vice is an iPhone and the DRM scheme is Apple HTTP
Streaming or Microsoft Smooth Streaming with contents
downloaded or streamed from a remote server. Prefer-
ably, according to this embodiment, the native player is
Quick time Player. The method for playing contents fur-
ther supports streaming from a television content provid-
er like HBO. Thus, a native player of a user device, for
example the native player of iPad, iPhone or Android,
may be used to directly play movie streamed from HBO.
[0027] According to an aspect of the invention, the step
of acquiring the license comprises connecting the DRM
proxy application to a DRM server and sending an URL
included in the encrypted digital contents for retrieving
the license. Advantageously, the license request is em-
bedded in the encrypted digital contents.
[0028] Preferably the license request is executed be-
fore activating the native player and which is activated
only if the license is acquired from the DRM server. Ad-
vantageously, according to this aspect of the invention,
if a license is not acquired, no time is spent for activating
the native player.
[0029] According to an embodiment of the invention,
all the remote packets of the remote playlist are associ-
ated to a same license and the step of acquiring is exe-
cuted only once, preferably for the first remote packet of
the remote playlist.
[0030] In another embodiment, the remote playlist in-
cludes only one remote packet as a full file corresponding
to the entire digital content; according to this embodi-
ment, the DRM proxy application divide the remote pack-
et in a plurality of local packets which are separately ex-
ecuted by the native player.
[0031] The method supports a DRM scheme based on
Microsoft Smooth Streaming, in this case, the step of
retrieving a corresponding remote playlist includes re-
trieving a SmoothStreaming playlist and Manifest files.
The DRM proxy may be configured to operate at a bit
rate among the bit rates available in the remote playlist.
[0032] Further advantages and features according to
the present invention will be apparent from the descrip-
tion given here below.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0033]

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating components
of a system and phases of the method according to
the present invention;
Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating components
of a system and phases of the method according to

another embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 3 is a block diagram schematically represent-
ing a system and method according to an embodi-
ment of the invention.
Figure 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating a proxy
server in the user device operating with a multimedia
player, and the multimedia server according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 5 is a communication timing diagram sche-
matically illustrating a method for playing digital con-
tents protected with a DRM scheme, according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 6 is a communication timing diagram sche-
matically illustrating a method for playing digital con-
tents protected with a DRM scheme, according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 7 is a communication timing diagram sche-
matically illustrating a method for playing digital con-
tents protected with a DRM scheme, according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating an inte-
gration of an agent implementing a DRM proxy and
the other application of the user device playing digital
contents protected by a DRM scheme, according to
an embodiment of the present invention.
Figure 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating an ex-
emplary communication flow when special protocol,
for instance the Apple HTTP Streaming protocol, is
used between the proxy server and the multimedia
server according to an aspect of the invention.
Figure 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating some
security details adopted between the user device
and the multimedia server according to an aspect of
the invention.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

[0034] The present invention will now be described
more fully hereinafter with reference to the accompany-
ing drawings in which preferred embodiments of the in-
vention are shown. This invention may, however, be em-
bodied in many different forms and should not be con-
strued as limited to the embodiments set forth herein.
Rather, these embodiments are provided so that this dis-
closure will be thorough and complete, and will fully con-
vey the scope of the invention to those skilled in the art.
Like numbers refer to like elements throughout. The di-
mensions of layers and regions may be exaggerated in
the figures for greater clarity.
[0035] With reference to figures 1 and 2, it is schemat-
ically represented a system and method for protecting
digital contents with DRM according to the present in-
vention, wherein a client site 2 or a content provider is in
communication with a user device 3 for transmitting dig-
ital contents in a protected format. Typically, the client
site 2 stores the digital content (e.g. FIG. 1) or retrieves
such in a streaming format from a network (FIG. 2).
[0036] By way of example, the user device 3 may be
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a cellular device that is capable of sending and receiving
calls, messages, emails and data via a wireless (i.e., cel-
lular) communications network. However, other types of
wireless devices (and networks), such as wireless local
area network (WLAN) devices, may also be used. More-
over, the user devices 3 may be enabled for communi-
cating via more than one type of wireless network (e.g.,
via a cellular network and a WLAN).
[0037] According to the present invention, a DRM serv-
er 1 generates the key for the encryption process within
the client site 2 and for the decryption process within the
user device 3. More particularly, the approach includes
the following phases. A key generation phase where the
DRM server 1 derives at least one key for protecting the
contents, a key transmission phase where the key is
transmitted from the DRM server 1 to the client site 2,
and a content delivery phase, where the client site 2
transmits the protected content to a user device 3.
[0038] For decrypting the digital content, the user de-
vice 3 requests the key(s) from the DRM server 1, the
request may include a key identification that was trans-
mitted by the client site 2 to the device 3 together with
the protected contents and also used by the DRM server
1 to derive the key or keys for the device 3.
[0039] Advantageously, the key is provided by the
DRM server 1 to the client site 2 and to the user device
3, and it is not transmitted between client site 2 and user
device 3. Moreover, several keys may be generated in
the DRM server 1 and transmitted to the client site 2 to
encrypt "on the fly" corresponding several pieces of dig-
ital contents, e.g. the user device 3 may request several
keys from the DRM server 1, for decrypting pieces of the
protected digital content.
[0040] The execution of the key generation phase is
requested from a DRM batch protector module 21 of the
client site 2, before encrypting the digital contents. After
receipt of the encryption keys from the DRM server 1,
the DRM batch protector module 21 encrypts the digital
contents, preferably offline. More particularly, the DRM
batch protector module 21 reads the digital contents from
a local directory or from a URL (Uniform Resource Lo-
cator) and retrieves the encryption keys from a
KEY_FILE provided by the DRM server 1. Preferably,
the KEY_FILE is password protected.
[0041] The key generation phase may comprise an ex-
ecution of a SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) API
(Application Programming Interface) which is stored in-
side the DRM server 1, and receives as an in input an
identifier of the digital content to be encrypted, for exam-
ple the title of a movie, and a Crypto Period Number
(CPN) associated to a number of segments or streams
in which the digital contents is divided. The output of the
SOAP API is a plurality of encryption keys to be used for
encrypting the digital content in a plurality of segments
or streams.
[0042] The DRM batch protector module 21 transmits
the CPN and the identifier of digital contents to the DRM
server 1 and receives in response from the DRM server

1 the plurality of encryption keys. According to an aspect
of the invention, an increased CPN is transmitted from
the DRM batch protector module 21 to the DRM server
1, and further encryption keys may be received, to en-
crypt further segments or streams of data.
[0043] In this further request of encryption keys, the
content identifier is not modified. Preferably, the CPN is
an unsigned 64-bit integer used for key scheduling pur-
poses, as different numbers, even with the same content
identifier, to yield different content encryption keys.
[0044] According to a preferred embodiment, the DRM
batch protector module 21 further transmits the type of
DRM Protection System used for encrypting the digital
contents; the type may include, for example, "Play-
Ready", "Windows Media DRM" and "Apple HTTP
Streaming" as the DRM Protection System, or any other
DRM system using symmetric keys for protection.
[0045] Hereafter are given some examples of the out-
put or response from the DRM server 1 to the client site
2, i.e. to the DRM batch protector module21, in case the
DRM Protection System used is "PlayReady", "Windows
Media DRM" and "Apple HTTP Streaming".
[0046] With PlayReady, the Key provisioning response
may include: -a Key ID which is a 16-byte array including
the identification of the content to PlayReady and to an
Entitlement API which is queried by the user device, as
is apparent from the description below. The Key ID is
also part of the PlayReady protected header; -a Seed
which is a byte array of at least 30 bytes including the
seed used to generate the content key in combination
with the Key ID; -a Content Encryption Key which is a
16-byte array used to AES-128 encrypt the contents. The
Content Encryption Key may be deterministically calcu-
lated on the basis of Key ID and Seed but, as a preferred
embodiment, it is specifically returned by the SOAP API.
[0047] With Windows Media DRM, the Key Provision-
ing Response may include: a Key ID which is a 16-byte
array including the identification of the content to Win-
dows Media DRM and to the Entitlement API, it is also
part of the WMDRM protected header; and a Seed which
is a byte array of at least 30 bytes including the seed
used to generate the content key in combination with the
Key ID.
[0048] With Apple HTTP Streaming, the Key Provision-
ing Response may include: a Key ID, i.e. a 16-byte array
with the identifier of the content to the Entitlement API;
and a Content Encryption Key, i.e. a 16-byte array com-
prising the AES key for encrypting the digital content.
[0049] Hereafter are examples of steps for transform-
ing the external content identifier into Key ID, Seed and/or
Content Encryption Key, according to an embodiment of
the present invention:

1. A UTF-8 encoding of the content identifier, for ex-
ample the identifier "The Family Guy, Season 2, Ep-
isode 6", is given as an input to a MD5 algorithm.
2. A UTF-8 encoding of a decimal representation of
the Crypto number, for example "12345", is give in
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input to the same MD5 algorithm.
3. MD5 hash is calculated, returning as an output a
16-byte array which is the Key ID.
4. The Key ID is given as an input to a key manager
table. A transformation turns any byte array into an-
other 32-byte array by going through SHA-256 and
a secret 64KB "key table". The keyTable may be a
256-by-256 byte square matrix including pseudo-
random numbers generated using a cryptographi-
cally strong random generator. This table is available
to DRM server 1, for example in a local file. Turning
the initial "contentID" of arbitrary length into a 32-
byte array that can be used as a seed would be ap-
preciated by those skilled in the art.
5. The Key ID and the Seed are given in input to an
algorithm having in output the Content Encryption
Key, preferably 16-bytes long.

[0050] As already stated, for PlayReady, at least Key
ID and Seed are returned, and as for Windows Media.
For Apple HTTP Streaming, Key ID and Content Encryp-
tion Key are returned.
[0051] According to the invention, a higher security of
the DRM process is obtained avoiding the storage of the
keys within the DRM server but deriving the key(s)
through an internal server table and with a key identifi-
cation.
[0052] Preferably, the transmission of key(s) between
the DRM server 1 and the client site 2 is over a secure
channel, more preferably out-of-band. Moreover, the
transmission of keys between the DRM server 1 and the
client site 2 is password protected.
[0053] In an aspect of the present invention, the trans-
mission of protected contents from the client site 2 to the
device 1 is streamed, each stream being separately en-
crypted before transmission with a different encryption
key generated by the DRM server (e.g. as illustrated in
FIG. 2).
[0054] In another aspect of the invention, the transmis-
sion of contents from the client site 2 to the device 3 is
in a single block, previously stored in the client site 2. In
this case, the digital content is already available locally
in a storage of the client and is not retrieved from a net-
work.
[0055] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
key(s) is used only for one communication session be-
tween the DRM server 1 and the client site 2, and than
marked as consumed or used. This embodiment im-
proves security of the DRM. Also the user device 3 con-
sumes the key(s) after decrypting the protected content.
[0056] The protected content may be delivered to a
content delivery network 4 associated to the client site
2, preferably a web server or an edge-caching network,
for improving delivery time to the user device 3.
[0057] Hereinafter the method will be disclosed in more
detail making reference to the communication flow inside
the DRM server 1.
[0058] As is known, an Application Programming In-

terface (API) is a particular set of rules and specifications
that a software program can follow to access and make
use of the services and resources provided by another
particular software program that implements that API. In
other words, an API is an interface between different soft-
ware programs and facilitates their interaction, similar to
the way the user interface facilitates interaction between
humans and computers.
[0059] An API can be created for applications, libraries,
operating systems, etc., as a way of defining their "vo-
cabularies" and resources request conventions (e.g.
function-calling conventions). It may include specifica-
tions for routines, data structures, object classes, and
protocols used to communicate between the consumer
program and the implementer program of the API.
[0060] According to the method the SOAP API, here-
after also referred as Key Provisioning API, may be used
by anyone implementing DRM protection, for example,
by a third-party Media Encoder with all the key material
needed to encrypt streaming samples. The delivered key
material can in principle be used with any DRM technol-
ogy, but it is especially focused towards the following
environments including, for example, Microsoft Play-
Ready, Apple Streaming and Windows Media DRM
10.1.x.
[0061] This new API may provide support for live
streaming scenarios, where it is important to be able to
switch content encryption keys even within the same live
stream. To these ends, the concept of "Crypto Period
Number" (CPN) is introduced. Encoder vendors can ob-
tain new encryption keys for a given stream simply by
increasing the CPN, without changing the main content
identifier.
[0062] To facilitate the use of this API, the user is al-
lowed to pass in any content identifier that makes sense
to him such as for instance: "Title, Season 6, Episode 2"
(or any string of that kind). The Key Provisioning API will
turn these content identifiers into content encryption keys
using a special procedure described below.
[0063] After this phase, the Key Provisioning API will
return an identifier - for instance a 16-byte "Key ID" -
which can be used later on when requesting a license
from the DRM server 1.
[0064] All these procedures may be implemented with-
out needing to store content IDs, encryption keys, or
seeds in any database table. As an example:
Key Provisioning Public Interface involves a service re-
ferred to as Key Provisioning. This service may accept
the following parameters in the key provisioning request:
DRM Protection System, e.g. one of "PlayReady", "Win-
dows Media DRM", or "Apple HTTP Streaming"; External
content identifier, e.g. any identifier that makes sense to
the content provider, such as "Title1" or "Title2, Season
4, Episode 1"; Crypto Period Number, optional, e.g. an
unsigned 64-bit integer that can be used for key sched-
uling purposes, different numbers, even with the same
external content identifier, will yield different content en-
cryption keys.
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[0065] The key provisioning response may be one of
three types: PlayReady, Windows Media DRM, or Apple
HTTP Streaming . PlayReady Key Provisioning Re-
sponse: Key ID, e.g. a 16-byte array containing the key
ID that uniquely identifies the content to PlayReady, and
to the Entitlement API later on, it also may need to be
part of the PlayReady protected header; Seed, e.g. a
byte array of at least 30 bytes containing the seed used
to generate the content key (in combination with the Key
ID); Content Encryption Key, e.g. 16-byte array that can
be used to AES-128 encrypt the contents, although this
may be deterministically calculated on the basis of Key
ID and Seed, it is returned for convenience. Windows
Media DRM Key Provisioning Response: Key ID, e.g. 16-
byte array containing the key ID that uniquely identifies
the content to Windows Media DRM, and to the Entitle-
ment API later on, it may also need to be part of the
WMDRM protected header; Seed, e.g. a byte array of at
least 30 bytes representing the seed used to generate
the content key (in combination with the Key ID). Apple
HTTP Streaming Key Provisioning Response: Key ID,
e.g. 16-byte array containing the key ID that uniquely
identifies the content to the Entitlement API later on; Con-
tent Encryption Key, e.g. 16-byte array containing the
AES key needed to encrypt the content.
[0066] A final step may be provided for transforming
the arbitrary External Content Identifier into Key ID, Seed,
and/or Content Encryption Key.
[0067] Hereafter, the phase of requesting the key(s)
from the user device to the DRM server 1 is described in
more detail. The request is preferably served by another
API, also indicated as entitlement or license API, which
is stored in the DRM server 1. The entitlement API returns
a license to PlayReady, to WMDRM or an Apple CEK.
The API takes in input the content identification and, for
PlayReady or WMDRM, a test. The API is programmed
to treat different content identification: If a content ID is
received, for example xxxx@domain.com, a content
metadata (most notably, the Seed) is retrieved and
passed to an application, e.g. CrossTalk, to generate a
license ; If a content ID is received in a specific format,
for example cid:
#yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy@domain.com,
where it is 32 characters long and it is the hex-encoding
of the Key ID, then the characters are converted into a
16-byte key ID (and the following step is executed); If a
16-byte Key ID is received, the Key ID is given in input
to a key manager table, then the last 2 bytes are discard-
ed, and the output is a 30-byte Seed.
[0068] Then only one of the following 3 cases may ap-
ply: -PlayReady, the Key ID and Seed are given in input
to the license server to obtain a license; -Windows Media
DRM, the Key ID and Seed are given in input to the li-
cense server to obtain a license; and -Apple HTTP
Streaming, the Key ID and Seed are given in input into
an algorithm which turns them into a Content Encryption
Key.
[0069] As to the client site 2, details of the structure

and functioning of the DRM-batch-protector that is pref-
erably an offline content protection tool will be discussed.
The ability to package content offline is possible by the
above disclosed Key Provisioning API that allows to gen-
erate a desired amount of content protection keys in ad-
vance.
[0070] The DRM-batch-protector 21 may have two
modes of operation: KEY_FILE and PROTECT. When
working in KEY_FILE mode, the DRM-batch-protector
21 calls key provisioning API of the specified DRM server
and retrieves a specified amount of content encryption
keys that are put into a file. Content encryption keys are
protected with a password that is also specified on the
command line. When working in PROTECT mode, the
DRM-batch-protector 21 reads content from specified in-
put directory, protects it and writes it to the specified out-
put directory. The keys that are used for protection are
extracted from the key file that has been created in
KEY_FILE mode. The PlayReady envelope protection is
supported by DRM-batch-protector 21.
[0071] According to the present invention a mode re-
ferred to as LIVE may be added to DRM-batch-protector
21. When working in this mode the DRM-batch-protector
is able to encrypt content that is being segmented live.
The DRM-batch-protector is able to read raw content
from a directory or from a URL. When specifying URL -
it should be pointing to the playlist (master). All other
DRM-batch-protector properties should be valid. The en-
cryption keys should be taken from the key file.
[0072] When working in LIVE mode the DRM-batch-
protector 21 may execute the following actions: Down-
load master playlist (if URL specified) or read it from the
file system; Read the playlist and extract child playlists
that are specified in the master playlist, or return the mas-
ter playlist itself; Fork off a thread per each child playlist
that would take care of synchronizing raw content with
protected one; and DRM-batch-protector would keep
running until it would receive a Control-C command, then
the threads would shutdown gracefully and DRM-batch-
protector would exit.
[0073] According to the invention, the DRM-batch-pro-
tector may be scheduled to execute at specified time in-
tervals. For example, the default may be 10 s.
[0074] While synchronizing the content, DRM-batch-
protector 21 may perform the following steps: Read play-
list into memory and retrieve all raw content files from it;
Check if an encrypted file version already exists in the
output directory, if not - add it to the new files list; After
the check for new files is complete, all the old files in the
output directory that do not exist in the playlist will be
added to the old files list and would be eventually deleted.
The synchronization process may be executed by: De-
leting old files from the previous run (this is done to pre-
vent files being deleted while some DRM agents might
still be using them); Encrypting new files; Copying new
playlist to the output directory; and Updating old files list
so that they would be deleted on the next run.
[0075] The DRM-batch-protector 21 may log errors
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when they occur and keep running.
[0076] During protection, from the URL it might happen
that a 404 error is returned from the raw content server
while trying to retrieve the content file that was specified
in the playlist. DRM-batch-protector 21 should log such
error on DEBUG level and try to sleep for © of the time
that a thread sleeps at scheduled interval.
[0077] If an error is returned while trying to refresh the
playlist - DRM-batch-protector 21 should retry after a
scheduled thread sleep interval, if the same error is re-
turned again, then thread sleep interval should be in-
creased 2, 3, 4, 5 times each time an error is returned.
Once the thread sleep interval is increased to 5 times its
original time - DRM-batch-protector 21 should continue
running until a valid response is received from the server.
Once a valid response is received - thread scheduled
sleep time would return to normal.
[0078] A property may be added to DRM-batch-pro-
tector 21 that would cause playlist files to be rewritten in
a more friendly format. This could be done by removing
any non-alphabetic and non-numeric characters from
playlists and content file names and adding proper file
extensions. Extensions that should be added to playlist
and content files should be specified as properties and
default for instance to .m3u8 for playlist and .ts for con-
tent files.
[0079] To satisfy requirements of constant availability,
DRM-batch-protector 21 may be updated with monitor-
ing. This would allow to easily check DRM-batch-protec-
tor status and take any additional measures if needed.
SNMP monitoring framework from DRM server can be
re-used here.
[0080] The present invention also relates to a system
for protecting digital contents including: a DRM (Digital
Right Management) server configured to derive at least
one key; and a client configured to store digital content
or receive streaming digital content to be protected, and
configured to receive a derived key from the DRM server,
and configured to transmit protected digital content to a
user device including a key identification. The DRM serv-
er is configured to receive the key identification from the
user device to derive the key for the user device.
[0081] The client site 2 includes a DRM batch protector
module 21 configured to request key generation from the
DRM server 1 before encrypting the digital content to be
protected which is then performed offline in the DRM
batch protector module after receipt of the derived key
from the DRM server as an encryption key. The DRM
batch protector module 21 is configured to read the digital
content from a local directory or from a URL (Uniform
Resource Locator) and retrieve the encryption key from
a key file provided to the DRM batch protector module
by the DRM server with password protection.
[0082] The DRM server 1 comprises a SOAP API pro-
grammed to receive in input from the DRM batch protec-
tor module 21 an identification of the digital content and
a number associated to the number of streams or seg-
ments in which the digital content is to be encrypted and

to return in output at least one code for protecting the
digital contents. In one embodiment of the invention, the
code includes a key ID and a seed. The DRM batch pro-
tector module 21 is programmed to derive the content
encryption key from the key ID and the seed. In another
embodiment, the SOAP API is programmed to directly
return the content encryption key the DRM batch protec-
tor module 21.
[0083] Preferably, the format of key ID, seed and con-
tent encryption key comply with a plurality of DRM pro-
tection systems, including for example "PlayReady",
"Windows Media DRM", "Apple HTTP Streaming".
[0084] Hereafter, the features of an example method
and system according to the invention are briefly sum-
marized. Keys are generated in the DRM Server 1 and
delivered out-of-band and securely to a client 2, prefer-
ably to a batch protector of the client. The number of keys
delivered depends on the encryption job. The key is de-
rived from an internal key table thus there is no storage
of keys per se in the DRM Server. Keys are identified by
key ids and forms the basis of the key derivation function
Key tables can exist on a per client basis, further increas-
ing security by segregating the key space between cli-
ents. The delivered key file is encrypted with a password
of choice.
[0085] Batch protector is configured with the keys and
subsequently started to protect the content. This content
can be a bunch of files stored on disk on the client or
retrieved streaming resource and protecting it "on-the-
fly". Keys are consumed as required from the previously
delivered secure key file. Then, the keys are marked as
consumed
[0086] The protected content is delivered to the content
delivery network of the client, for example a simple web
server or a edge-caching network. This depends on how
quickly the client should deliver the content to the user
devices.
[0087] The device downloads the content, detects that
it is DRM protected and initiates license acquisition.
[0088] DRM Server receives the license request and
generates the encryption key based on the information
received. The key id is used to derive the key. This is
shipped as part of the license acquisition protocol. The
device consumes the license and can decrypt the con-
tent.
[0089] Now with reference to FIGs. 3-8, another aspect
of the invention will be described.
[0090] Figure 3 schematically represents a user device
100 requesting digital contents, a multimedia server 200
or provider server, providing contents to the user device,
and a license server 300 or DRM server, managing li-
censes of a DRM scheme.
[0091] Referring to figure 3, the user device 100 com-
prises a multimedia player, a DRM Fusion Agent 120,
DRM store 130, Proxy server 150 and Local file system
140. The Proxy server 150 is stored in the user device,
and provides HTTP streaming service to the multimedia
player 110.
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[0092] The user device 100 comprises a multimedia
player 110 or native player, to play the digital contents,
the DRM Fusion Agent 120 for downloading and decrypt-
ing the contents, the DRM store 130 for storing encryption
keys and the Local file system 140. Advantageously, the
user device 100 further comprises a DRM application,
also indicated as Proxy server 150, enabling the multi-
media player 110 to play a predetermined HTTP stream-
ing service provided according to different DRM
schemes.
[0093] More particularly, the proxy server 150 runs as
a local web/streaming server on the user device 100 and
translates static or streaming contents into a streaming
format which is readable from the multimedia player 110.
[0094] For example, the user device 100 may be an
iPhone and the multimedia player 110 is the native player
of iPhone, i.e. Quick Time Player, which is used to down-
load and play digital contents according to the Apple HT-
TP Live Streaming scheme, even if the scope of invention
is not limited thereto.
[0095] The proxy server 150 may handle license ac-
quisition, rights management via the DRM Fusion Agent
120. According to the invention, the proxy server 150
translates the HTTP Streaming provided according to
other DRM schemes into a format readable to the iPhone
native player 110.
[0096] The multimedia server 200 may comprise a
front-end media server 210 and content repository 220
as represented in Fig.1. The frontend 210 receives re-
quest for accessing multimedia contents from the user
device 100 and sends a response after processing. More
particularly, the frontend 210 accesses the content re-
pository 220 and retrieves the multimedia content re-
quested by the user device 100, while the multimedia
sever 200 supports several communication protocols
such as Apple HTTP Live Streaming, Microsoft Smooth
Streaming or transmission of a static file to the user de-
vice.
[0097] The specific protocol used between the multi-
media server 200 and the proxy server 150 is not limited
to the examples provided.
[0098] Figure 4 schematically represents a more de-
tailed view of the components of the proxy server 150,
or DRM application, in the user device 100 operating with
a multimedia player 110, or native player, and commu-
nicating with the multimedia server 200 or server provid-
er. The example is described when a Smooth Streaming
Server (IIS7) is used as multimedia server 200, and the
well known so-called PlayReady standard is used as a
DRM standard. The multimedia player 110 of the user
device 100 supports the HTTP protocol for streaming.
[0099] Hereinafter the process steps or phases in-
volved with or following a user’s request is discussed.
Each step has a corresponding reference numeral in Fig-
ure 4. Hereinafter, each of the step will be explained in
detail.
[0100] First, in step 1, the multimedia player 110 re-
ceives an instruction of "Play Movie" from GUI . The user

is presented with a graphical interface allowing him/her
to play a movie associated with a certain Smooth Stream-
ing URL. Then, in step 2, a Downloadable Agent API
receives the Smooth Streaming URL, and downloads the
Smooth Streaming manifest from the web server (e.g.
IIS 7). In subsequent step 3, the web server returns the
Smooth Streaming manifest. The Smooth Streaming
manifest may include a playlist.
[0101] At this point, the API (2) applies some relatively
straightforward transformations to transform it into an
HLS playlist. The conversion may work as follows:

a. Create a master playlist pointing to bitrate-specific
playlists - as many as there are <QualityLevel> en-
tries for the video stream.
b. For each <QualityLevel> entry, create a bitrate-
specific playlist. Each of these playlists will contain
a number of TS segments, enough that each seg-
ment will result to be approximately 10 seconds in
lengths. For example, the original Smooth Streaming
manifest may contain 20 <c> entries representing a
Smooth Streaming fragment each. Each of theses
fragments may have a d (duration) attribute of 3 sec-
onds. In that case, the final playlist will have a total
of 7 TS segments: 6 of ∼9 seconds, and the last one
of ∼6 seconds.
c. Each of the TS segments is actually an (obfuscat-
ed) URL pointing to localhost (i.e. the device itself)
on a randomized port.

[0102] Additionally, at this point the Downloadable
Agent API starts a local HTTPS listener on the port that
was used when creating the HLS playlist. Then, in step
4, the PlayReady License server 300 is called to inter-
vene. If the Smooth Streaming manifest contains the
<Protection> element, then the content is DRM-protect-
ed. In this case, the API requests and receives a license
from the license server using the PlayReady content
header contained in the manifest. The API sends to the
native player 110 the playlist.
[0103] In step 5, the native player 110, for instance
using Apple’s algorithms for bitrate throttling, will pick the
most suitable bitrate and attempt to play segments se-
quentially off of it. By doing so it will hit the local web
server 150. It should be noted that the native player 110
does not need to have a full sense of the actual network
conditions, given that it will only communicate with the
local web server 150 rather than with the content server
200 which is on the Internet.
[0104] This means that if the native player 110 is using
some heuristic algorithms to try and estimate the avail-
able bandwidth, it may not be able to do so unless the
local web server 150 somehow mimics these conditions
on the local interface, for instance by throttling the data
delivery rate to match that of the WAN interface. There-
fore, according to the present invention, this throttling
action of the data delivery rate has an important effect
for streaming protocols such as HLS because they use
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just these algorithms to decide what stream to play.
[0105] Then, in step 6, the local HTTPS server 150
may receive from the native player a request of three
possible types:

a. Master playlist request. In this case, the local serv-
er will serve up the master HLS playlist that was com-
puted at the beginning.
b. Bitrate-specific playlist request. In this case, the
local server will serve up the requested bitrate-spe-
cific HLS playlist that was computed at the beginning.
c. A single TS segment. In this case, the local web
server will assemble a TS segment as described in
steps 7 through 11 below.

[0106] The incoming local HTTPS request contains the
start timestamp of the Smooth Streaming fragment the
user wants to retrieve, step 7. The API then uses a set
of algorithms to determine the following:

a. How many Smooth Streaming fragments are
needed in order to total 10 seconds,
b. The start timestamp of the corresponding audio
fragment, and
c. How many audio fragments are needed.

[0107] At this point, the HTTP client will perform a
number of parallel HTTP GET requests to the Smooth
Streaming server to retrieve all these video and audio
Smooth Streaming fragments. After that, step 8, the web
server returns all the requested Smooth Streaming frag-
ments, which at this point are still PlayReady DRM-en-
crypted.
[0108] If the downloaded fragments are encrypted,
then in step 9 the DRM Agent 120 will decrypt them in-
memory 130 using the license previously acquired. A fur-
ther step 10 is provided wherein the Smooth Streaming
fragments are then parsed to extract the raw H.264
streams and the raw AAC streams. All raw H.264 streams
are then concatenated together to reach a length of about
10 seconds, and the same goes for all raw AAC streams.
[0109] In step 11 the MPEG 2 Transport Stream mul-
tiplexer component takes the concatenated H.264
stream and the concatenated AAC stream and multiplex-
es them together, taking care that the timestamps are in
sync. It thus generates an MPEG 2 Transport Stream
segment. The segment is returned to the local HTTPS
server 150 in a step numbered 12. The HTTPS server
150 fulfils the local request by returning the multiplexed
TS segment in step 13, which the native player 110 plays
in the correct sequence order.
[0110] Therefore, the above described approach al-
lows a content encoded with Microsoft Smooth Stream-
ing and encrypted with Microsoft PlayReady DRM to
reach iOS devices and to be displayed smoothly, while
retaining the adaptive streaming capabilities of the
Smooth Streaming protocol.
[0111] Moreover, the approach renders possible to

keep simultaneously this content DRM-protected as long
as possible to avoid snooping, interception, and capture.
In other words, the approach allows the implementation
of the DRM-protected Smooth Streaming library for a
Downloadable Agent with Native Player on a iOS envi-
ronment.
[0112] With reference to figure 5, it is schematically
represented the method for playing digital contents ac-
cording to the invention, wherein, in this example, the
DRM proxy of an iPhone communicates with a corre-
sponding Quick time Player and with a HTTP streaming
remote media server via Apple HTTP Streaming. The
user device 30 selects digital content from a list of con-
tents in the GUI (Graphic User Interface); from the user
point of view, the application simply opens the native
player, Quick time Player, which starts playing the con-
tents after a short delay.
[0113] However, hidden to the user, the following steps
may be executed: The DRM proxy displays a GUI with a
list of contents; the list is retrieved from a website or is
hard-coded in the application; The user selects a desired
content, and preferably, there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between contents and playlist, therefore the
DRM proxy may detect which playlist to retrieve from the
server for a content requested from the user; The DRM
proxy retrieves the original playlist, for example Harry-
Potter.m3u which comprises, for example, the following
packets: "http://mediaserver/packet1.ts", "http://medi-
aserver/packet2.ts", ....; The DRM proxy transforms the
playlist in a local playlist (In an aspect of the present
invention, the transformed playlist, for example Harry-
Potter-local.m3u, replaces the real hostname/port with
the local hostname/port, as "http://local-
host:9999/packet1.ts", "http://local-
host:9999/packet2.ts", ....; The DRM proxy passes the
transformed playlist to native player, for example Quick
Time player; The native player, which is enabled to read
the M3U format, requests the first file from the local play-
list, i.e. http://localhost:9999/packet1.ts; The DRM proxy
applies a reverse transformation on the host name, and
requests http://mediaserver/packet1.ts from the media
server; Media server transmits the corresponding packet,
packet1.ts, more particularly, packet1.ts is PlayReady
envelope-encrypted; The DRM proxy, calls a DRM Agent
in a DRM server, checks if it has a license for packet1.ts,
and if the license is not detected the DRM Proxy, calls
the DRM Agent and navigates to the silent License Ac-
quisition URL which is included in an encrypted content’s
header, for example http://drmserver/licenseacq.asmx,
and in this respect, according to an aspect of the present
invention, all the packets packet1.ts, packet2.ts, have
the same content Identification DRM-wise (which is for
example the same for the whole movie) and therefore
share the same license/decryption key (in this respect,
in a different embodiment of the invention, the license
acquisition is started before starting the native player with
the playlist; this is advantageous because, if no license
may be obtained, it is not necessary to start the native
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player); The DRM server returns silently a valid license;
The DRM Proxy, calls DRM Fusion Agent and decrypts
packet1.ts in memory; and the DRM Proxy returns the
decrypted packet1 to the native player, which displays
the video packet to the user.
[0114] According to another embodiment of the inven-
tion, the DRM Proxy does not decrypt but it leaves each
packet encrypted. It inserts an EXT-X-KEY item at the
top of the playlist, using a same AES-128 key used in
the PlayReady encryption, for example. The DRM Proxy,
instead of decrypting the packet, will only proceed to re-
move the PlayReady envelope header, leaving only the
raw AES128-encrypted data. The DRM Proxy then pass
this raw data back to Native Player. The Native Player,
with EXT-X-KEY, obtains the decryption key and de-
crypts the packet itself.
[0115] The native player requests the second playlist
item, http://localhost:9999/packet2.ts. The DRM proxy
calls the DRM Agent and checks if it has a license for
packet2.ts. in the example given above, i.e. all the pack-
ets have the same decryption key, the license key is avail-
able. The DRM proxy calls the DRM Agent, decrypts
packet2.ts in memory.
[0116] The DRM proxy returns decrypted packet2 to
Native Player, which displays the video packet to the us-
er. These last four steps are repeated for all the video
reproduction.
[0117] With reference to figure 6, it is schematically
represented the method for playing digital contents ac-
cording to another aspect of the invention. In this case,
the DRM proxy of an iPhone communicates with a cor-
responding Quick time Player to play a static file. More
particularly, the following steps are executed: The DRM
Proxy shows the GUI with a list of contents. This list can
be retrieved from a website or hard-coded in the appli-
cation; The User selects the desired content; The DRM
Proxy retrieves the full PlayReady-envelope encrypted
file HarryPotter-encrypted.mp4; The DRM Proxy creates
a new local playlist without yet decrypting the file, the
new playlist, for example HarryPotter-local.m3u, is in the
form: "http://localhost:9999/packet1.ts", "http://local-
host:9999/packet2.ts", "http://localhost:9999/pack-
etN.ts", in this step, the DRM Proxy uses heuristics to
determine a number of packets ("N") to be used, based
on the content length , this is because it is memory-con-
suming to decrypt the whole movie in memory before-
hand; The DRM Proxy passes the transformed playlist
to the native player; The native player, detecting the M3U
format, requests the first file from its playlist, http://local-
host:9999/packet1.ts; The DRM Proxy checks whether
a license is available for the whole movie file, and if the
license is not detected, the DRM Proxy calls the DRM
Agent, navigates to the silent License Acquisition URL
contained in the encrypted content’s header, for example
http://drmserver/licenseacq.asmx (also in this example,
it is assumed that there is only one DRM content ID (for
example, the same for the whole movie) and therefore
all packets share the same license/decryption key), as

already stated above, according to a different embodi-
ment, the license acquisition is started before invoking
the native player; The DRM Server returns silently a valid
license; The DRM Proxy calls the DRM Agent, decrypts
in memory 1/Nth of the movie plus enough data to reach
the next MPEG 2 boundary, this is the decrypted packet1,
and in this respect, in order to comply with the HTTP
Streaming specification, each packet is terminated on an
MPEG 2 boundary, with some additional restrictions; The
DRM Proxy returns decrypted packet1 to Native Player,
which display the video packet to the user.
[0118] Also in this case, according to another embod-
iment of the invention, the DRM Proxy does not decrypt
at all but it leaves the whole movie encrypted. It inserts
an EXT-X-KEY item at the top of the playlist, using the
same AES-128 key that was used in the PlayReady en-
cryption. The DRM Proxy, instead of decrypting the mov-
ie, proceeds to remove the PlayReady envelope header,
leaving only the raw AES128-encrypted data, and then
simply cut off a still-encrypted packet of (movie
length)/(number of packets) length. DRM Proxy then
passes this raw data back to Native Player. The Native
Player, with EXT-X-KEY, obtains the decryption key and
decrypts the packet itself.
[0119] The Native player requests the second playlist
item, http://localhost:9999/packet2.ts. The DRM Proxy,
calls the DRM Agent, checks if it has a license for the
whole movie file. If all the packets have the same decryp-
tion key, the license is available. The DRM Proxy calls
the DRM Agent, decrypts in memory the next 1/Nth of
the movie plus enough data to reach the next MPEG 2
boundary, i.e. the packet2 decrypted. The DRM Proxy
returns packet2-decrypted to Native Player, which dis-
plays the video packet to the user. The last four steps
are repeated for displaying all the digital content.
[0120] With reference to figure 7, it is schematically
represented the method for playing digital contents ac-
cording to another aspect of the invention. In this case,
the DRM proxy of an iPhone communicates with a cor-
responding Quick time Player and with a Microsoft
Smooth Streaming from a remote server to play the digital
content. More particularly, the following steps are exe-
cuted: The DRM Proxy shows a GUI with a list of contents,
this list can be retrieved from a website or hard-coded in
the application; The User selects a desired content; Pref-
erably, there is a one to one mapping between contents
and playlist so that DRM Proxy detects the playlist to be
retrieve from the server; The DRM Proxy retrieves the
original SmoothStreaming playlist and Manifest files.
[0121] The DRM Proxy transforms the playlist in a local
playlist, the transformed playlist (HarryPotter-local.m3u)
has the same number of packets as the original manifest
but points to "files" on the local DRM proxy: "http://local-
host:9999/packet1.ts", "http://local-
host:9999/packet2.ts", ....; The DRM Proxy passes the
transformed playlist to the native player, the playlist name
is not expected to show anywhere in the UI; The Native
player, which understands the M3U format, requests the
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first file from its playlist, http://localhost:9999/packet1.ts.
[0122] The DRM Proxy selects a suitable bitrate
among the ones offered in the server playlist. In this re-
spect, according to a first aspect of the invention, the
bitrate is constant. The DRM Proxy transforms the playlist
entry into an HTTP GET request compliant with the
SmoothStreaming URL format (http://mediaserver/Qual-
ityLevels(chosen Bitrate)/ Fragments(vid-
eo=startTime001), and sends the request to the media
server. The Media server serves video packet starting at
startTime001. The packet is PlayReady envelope-en-
crypted. The DRM Proxy calls the DRM Agent, checks if
it has a license for the whole movie.
[0123] If a license is not available, the DRM Proxy calls
the DRM Fusion Agent, navigates to the silent License
Acquisition URL contained in the encrypted packet’s
PlayReady header, for example http://drmserver/licen-
seacq.asmx. Also in this case, it is assumed that all pack-
ets have the same content ID DRM-wise; license acqui-
sition might be started before invoking the native player
with the playlist. The DRM Server returns silently a valid
license. The DRM Proxy calls a DRM Agent, decrypts
the video packet into decrypted packet1 in memory. In
this respect, if the codecs supported by SmoothStream-
ing are also not valid codecs for HTTP Streaming, an
additional decoding/re-encoding step is necessary at this
stage. The DRM Proxy returns decrypted packet1 to Na-
tive Player, which displays the video packet to the user.
[0124] In a different embodiment of the invention, the
DRM Proxy does not decrypt at all but it leaves each
packet encrypted. It inserts an EXT-X-KEY item at the
top of the playlist, using the same AES-128 key used in
the PlayReady encryption. The DRM Proxy, instead of
decrypting the packet, proceeds to remove the Play-
Ready envelope header, leaving only the raw AES128-
encrypted data. The DRM Proxy then passes the raw
data back to Native Player. The Native Player, with EXT-
X-KEY, obtains a decryption key and decrypts the packet
itself.
[0125] The Native player requests the second playlist
item, http://localhost:9999/packet2.ts. The DRM Proxy
calls the DRM Fusion Agent, checks if it has a license
for the whole movie. Also in this case, this is assumed
to be true. The DRM Proxy calls the DRM Fusion Agent,
decrypts the video packet in memory. The DRM Proxy
returns packet2-decrypted to the Native Player, which
displays the video packet to the user. The last four steps
16-19 are repeated for all the digital content execution.
[0126] To implement the method of the invention, there
is provided an agent which is downloadable into the user
device and acts as the DRM application to play digital
contents protected by several DRM scheme. The Agent
is integrated with the user device platform’s native media
player. This is advantageous with respect to using a 3rd
party player, since the user device hardware acceleration
may be used to decode and render video, making the
playback smoother and allowing for higher quality con-
tent.

[0127] Moreover, using the native player to play DRM
protected content, a simpler user interface, integrated
with the other application of the user device may be pro-
vided. The Agent supports streaming content via the HT-
TP Live Streaming protocol, and support for other
streaming protocols such as Microsoft’s Smooth Stream-
ing and for content downloaded to the device. Figure 8
schematically represents the integration of the user de-
vice application and the Agent and the communication
with external devices.
[0128] The Agent is integrated with an application cre-
ated by the customer and it is hidden to the user, since
it has no UI element on screen. Preferably, the Agent
manages the customer application and/or the native play-
er with a public API. The Agent’s API includes a set of
methods or instructions which enables the customer ap-
plication or the native player to acquire licenses for pro-
tected content and prepare the native player to play it.
This API is provided as a static linked library written in
Objective C. A Media Player Framework included in the
iOS SDK (Software development kit) enables the appli-
cation to customize some features of the native player,
for example the size and position of video rendering view
or the playback controls. Only when used in conjunction
with the Agent, it can be used to play content protected
with PlayReady DRM.
[0129] According to the invention, a user device for
playing digital contents protected by a DRM scheme and
stored in a server provider is also provided. The user
device comprises a DRM application interfacing the serv-
er and a native player of the user device, the DRM ap-
plication being configured for:

- selecting a digital content to be downloaded and re-
trieving a corresponding remote playlist;

- transforming the remote playlist in a local playlist
having a format readable from the native player and
associated to a plurality of local packets of the digital
contents to be played in the native player and, for
each local packet:

- requesting a corresponding remote packet to
the server;

- acquiring a license to decrypt the remote packet;
- decrypting the remote packet and returning the

decrypted packet to the native player as the local
packet to be played.

[0130] The DRM application is configured to connect
a DRM server for acquiring the license and to send an
URL included in the digital contents for retrieving the li-
cense. It is also configured to acquire the license before
activating the native player and to activate the native play-
er only if the license is acquired. More particularly, the
DRM application is configured to acquire one license
available to decrypt all the remote packets of the remote
playlist, the license being preferably associated to the
first remote packet of the remote playlist. The remote
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playlist retrieved from the DRM application may include
only one remote packet corresponding to the entire digital
content and the DRM application is configured to divide
the remote packet in the plurality of local packets to be
displayed in the native player.
[0131] According to an aspect of the invention, the
DRM application is configured for retrieving a Smooth-
Streaming playlist and Manifest files and selecting a bit
rate among the bit rates available in the remote playlist.
Moreover, the native player is configured to request an
HTTP connection for receiving the digital content and the
DRM application is configured to secure a communica-
tion between the native player and the server provider
and for:

- receiving a request to access the content of the serv-
er provider from the native player with a first URL
associated with the content, the first URL not includ-
ing an effective URL which provides direct streaming
from the server provider for said content;

- sending a request for receiving the remote playlist
associated with the content to the server provider,
based on the request from the native player;

- receiving the remote playlist from the server provid-
er, including at least one bit-rate information for the
content;

- generating the local playlist based on the remote
playlist, the local playlist including at least one bit-
rate information, a corresponding URL and corre-
sponding port number, wherein the corresponding
URL includes the user device and the corresponding
port number is generated randomly;

- requesting a license associated with the content to
the DRM server if the content is protected by DRM;

- sending the local playlist to the native player;
- receiving an HTTP request associated with the con-

tent from the native player through a port which is
determined based on a bit-rate of the local playlist
selected by the native player;

- requesting a streaming for the content having said
bit-rate selected to the server provider;

- receiving said packets associated with the digital
content from the server provider;

- decrypting the packets with said license if the plural-
ity of packets is protected by DRM; and

- sending a HTTP response corresponding to the HT-
TP request to the native player, the HTTP connection
response including the decrypted content.

[0132] The DRM application is further configured for
parsing the packets and storing temporarily the parsed
packed into an audio stream buffer and video stream
buffer separately, after receiving the packets; and muxing
the parsed audio stream and the parsed video stream
with a sync information into a segment, the HTTP con-
nection response including the segment to be played by
the multimedia player. The parsed video stream is H. 264
stream, the parsed audio stream is AAC stream, and the

muxing is performed by MPEG2 Transport Stream mux-
er.
[0133] According to an embodiment, the first URL is
smooth streaming URL, the remote playlist is a smooth
streaming manifest, and the local playlist is HLS playlist.
The streaming for the multimedia content to the content
server is performed through HTTP protocol using a
number of parallel HTTP GET request.
[0134] Advantageously, according to the present in-
vention, the native player of the user device is used to
play the content even if the DRM scheme requires a dif-
ferent and specific player. Advantageously, the commu-
nication between the native player and the operating sys-
tem of the user device is faster than a communication
between such operating system and a specific and non-
native player. In fact, the native player may use the ac-
celerator provided by the operating system of the user
device for rendering the digital contents. Advantageous-
ly, the download of a third party player in the user device
is avoided.
[0135] Another aspect of the invention will now be dis-
cussed with reference to FIGs. 9 and 10.
[0136] Referring now to Figure 9, an exemplary com-
munication flow between user device 100 and multimedia
server 200 will be discussed.
[0137] The user device 100 comprises a multimedia
player 110 and a proxy server 150. The multimedia player
110 communicates with the proxy server 150 to receive
multimedia content from the multimedia server 200.
[0138] The proxy server 150 is installed in the user
device 100. The proxy server 150 may be implemented
as a separate hardware, or may be an application pro-
gram which runs in the user device 110. If the proxy server
is implemented as an application, it can be a standalone
application or can be provided as a module being used
by another program.
[0139] The proxy server 150 may communicate with
the multimedia server 200 through cellular network, wire-
less LAN or wire communication protocol. Specific pro-
tocol used for the communication between proxy server
150 and Multimedia server 200 does not limit the scope
of invention, and provided here as an example. Gener-
ally, since the user device 100 and the multimedia server
200 are located distantly, it takes time for the packet to
be communicated between the user device 100 and the
multimedia server 200. That is to say, when the proxy
server send a data packet 250 which may include a re-
quest of e.g. playlist or actual multimedia data to the mul-
timedia server 200, there exists a delay for the data pack-
et 250 to reach the multimedia server 200. Moreover,
when a data packet 240 which may include a playlist or
a segment of the actual multimedia data pass through
the network, it also needs time to arrive at the proxy server
150. These times for the data packets 250 and 240 to be
pass through the network may vary depending on the
status of network, thus influencing the data rate of the
packets 250 and 240.
[0140] Meanwhile, for the communication between the
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multimedia player 110 and the proxy server 150, there
may be also some delays. However, since both of the
multimedia player 110 and the proxy server 150 are run-
ning in the user device 100, the delay for communicating
the packets 115 and 125 is very low compared to that of
the packets 250 and 240. That is to say, the data rate of
packet 115 and packet 125 is far higher than that of the
packet 250 and packet 240.
[0141] In some cases, the proxy server 150 may send
the data 125 to the multimedia player as soon as it re-
ceives data packet 240 from the multimedia server 200.
That is, the proxy server 150 may merely redirect the
packet received to the multimedia player 110.
[0142] However, in another example, the proxy server
150 may buffer data received from the multimedia server
200. Then, if a sufficient amount of data is buffered, the
proxy server 150 may start to send its data to the multi-
media player 110. Periodically, the proxy server 150 may
check the status of the buffer, and if there is not enough
data for sending to the multimedia player 110, it can sus-
pend sending, and wait for the buffer to be filled again.
[0143] In any of the above examples, the multimedia
player 110 is not aware of how the proxy server 150 and
the multimedia server 200 work exactly unless there is a
protocol to notify it between the multimedia player 110
and the proxy server 150.
[0144] For example, it may be supposed that the mul-
timedia player 110 uses a multimedia streaming protocol
established based on HTTP, and the proxy server 150
acts as an HTTP server. If the multimedia player 110 is
programmed not to distinguish where the server it con-
nects is located, it will function in the same way regard-
less of whether the server is located in the local device
or not.
[0145] Sometimes, the multimedia player 110 may use
heuristic algorithms to try and estimate the available
bandwidth based on the data it receives. In this case, the
multimedia player 110 analyzes the packet 125 and es-
timates the data rate of it. If the proxy server 150 sends
data as much as possible to multimedia player 110 when-
ever the multimedia player 110 requests it, the multime-
dia player 110 could estimate the data rate incorrectly,
e.g. higher that its actual data rate, because there can
be a data burst during a short period. It is highly possible
that the multimedia player estimate a higher data rate
than the real data rate between the proxy server 150 and
the multimedia server 200.
[0146] It may be pointed out that a goal here is to mimic
the network conditions, e.g. from a WAN interface into
the local interface, so that the proxy server can work in
a transparent way for the multimedia player 110, i.e. not
affecting the player’s heuristics to estimate the available
bandwidth.
[0147] According to the approach, and solving such a
problem, the proxy server 150 estimates the data rate
between the user device 300 and the multimedia server
200 and sends a data stream for the multimedia content
to the multimedia player 200 based on the estimated data

rate. There may exist various ways to estimate the data
rate between the user device 100 and the multimedia
player 200. If the network driver software of the user de-
vice 100 provides an average data rate through an API,
the proxy server 150 may call the API to retrieve the actual
network speed between the proxy server 150 and the
multimedia server 200.
[0148] In another alternative embodiment, the proxy
server 150 may measure data rates for a plurality of mul-
timedia contents based on the plurality of packet 240 for
the multimedia content which is received. For example,
if the proxy server 150 may count the amount of data
received during a specific interval, the amount and the
interval may be considered to calculate the approximate
data rate. The measurement for the data rate may even
be performed periodically.
[0149] Once, the approximate data rate is calculated,
the proxy server 150 may control its data rate of the data
packets 125 between the multimedia player 110 and the
proxy server 150. For example, it can reply for the request
115 from the multimedia player 110 not as soon as pos-
sible but after waiting for a duration of time to make the
multimedia player 110 believe that it is communicating
with a remote server. The duration of time to wait for can
be determined based on the approximate data rate be-
tween the proxy server 150 and the multimedia server
200. Alternatively, the proxy server 150 may stream data
125 to the multimedia player 110 based on the approxi-
mate data rate.
[0150] How the system of the present invention takes
care of the security of the downloadable DRM agent will
now be discussed. Secret keys and licenses are stored
in an HDS (PlayReady database). It stores all persistent
information related to DRM licenses, including license
keys (secrets). The database encrypts all keys stored in
the HDS using keys derived from the unique device pri-
vate key. The unique device private key (and certificate)
is created at the run time the very first time the DRM
Fusion Agent is initialized, that is to say the first time the
application is run after installation. To create the device
key and the certificate a model key (or application key)
is used in the following procedure:

- for downloadable application, the unique model key
should be part of the application image;

- the generated device key is stored as an encrypted
file (encrypted by a key derived from the model key).

[0151] To summarize, the root of the trust key is the
application or model private key. This is stored in the
application image in encrypted format.
[0152] It must be noted that the DRM Fusion Agent
protects the device key by using SW obfuscation tech-
nologies.
[0153] The model key is used to create a device unique
key the first time the application is initialized. The device
key or the certificate is used for authenticating to Play-
Ready servers during license acquisition. All licenses re-
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ceived from the server contain keys that are wrapped
with other keys derived from the device unique key. Run
time protection of keys is provided by anti-debugging,
obfuscation.
[0154] In this respect it is also important providing a
secure clock Implementation and this is obtained
through:

- a rollback detection of the system clock;
- a synchronizing system time, with a secure network

time server (e.g. provided by Microsoft), which is in-
voked if a user modification of a system clock is de-
tected.

[0155] The DRM Core software library including all
sensitive DRM related functions and parameters are pro-
tected by obfuscation and anti-tampering technologies.
[0156] In Figure 10 it is presented a schematic view of
the integration with iOS native player including the secu-
rity measures within the iOS native player. As to the me-
dia content Server 200, it should be noted that its main
duties are the following: reformats the PlayReady pro-
tected media into a native player compatible HLS local
stream; but decrypted data never stored on flash, and no
decoding/re-encoding is applied; The media content
server is started on demand only when media is ready
to be displayed; Internal address invisible to external par-
ties or other installed applications; Random listen port
and media URLs are used on each playback session;
HTTP authentication applied between Media Content
Server and Native Player; Generated credentials are
passed from the DRM Fusion Agent when launching the
native media player; SSL encryption applied between
Media Content Server and Native Player; The local media
stream is encrypted with SSL by the media content server
and decrypted by the native media player.
[0157] The SW Obfuscation, anti-debugging and anti-
tampering procedure are applied by default to protect the
DRM Fusion Agent software.
[0158] Many modifications and other embodiments of
the invention will come to the mind of one skilled in the
art having the benefit of the teachings presented in the
foregoing descriptions and the associated drawings.
Therefore, it is to be understood that the invention is not
to be limited to the specific embodiments disclosed, and
that modifications and embodiments are intended to be
included within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method for playing digital contents protected by a
DRM scheme, the protected digital contents being
downloaded by a user device (100) from a media
server (200) in the form of protected packets, the
method comprising:

executing a DRM proxy (150) inside the user

device (100), the DRM proxy interfacing the me-
dia server (200) and a player (110), the player
being configured to implement HTTP streaming;
executing an HTTP streaming server (6) in the
DRM proxy;
configuring the DRM proxy to handle HTTP re-
quests issued by the player;
serving by the DRM proxy a playlist in HTTP
streaming format including a list of URLs locat-
ing the protected packets, the packet URLs be-
ing formatted to point to the user device;
receiving the playlist in the player, whereby the
player successively issues a request for each
URL in the playlist, and each URL is directed to
the HTTP streaming server of the DRM proxy;
in the DRM proxy, acquiring a license to access
the protected packet identified by a current URL
request;
decrypting the protected packet in the DRM
proxy based on the license; and
returning a packet corresponding to the decrypt-
ed packet to the player in response to the current
URL request.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the DRM
proxy and the player are configured to connect using
the HTTPS protocol and the URLs of the playlist are
formatted with the HTTPS protocol, whereby the
DRM proxy returns the packets to the player through
an encrypted channel.

3. The method according to claim 1, comprising:

connecting the DRM proxy to the media server,
selecting a digital content to be downloaded and
retrieving a corresponding remote playlist;
transforming the remote playlist into said playlist
in HTTP streaming format; and
requesting, from the DRM proxy to the media
server, a remote packet corresponding to the
packet identified in the current URL request, and
receiving the remote packet in the DRM proxy
as the protected packet to decrypt.

4. A non-transitory computer readable storage medium
storing instructions which, when executed on a proc-
essor, perform the method according to claim 1.

5. A user device (100) for playing digital contents pro-
tected by a DRM scheme and downloaded from a
media server (200) in the form of protected packets,
comprising:

a network connection to a player (110) config-
ured to implement an HTTP streaming protocol;
a DRM proxy (150) interfacing the media server
and the player connection, the DRM proxy con-
figured to
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run an HTTP streaming server;
handle HTTP requests issued by the player;
serve a playlist in HTTP streaming format includ-
ing a list of URLs locating the protected packets,
the packet URLs being formatted to point to the
user device;
send the playlist to the player through the net-
work connection;
receive a URL request from the player on the
network connection;
acquire a license to access the protected packet
identified by the URL request;
decrypt the protected packet based on the li-
cense; and
return a packet corresponding to the decrypted
packet to the player.

6. The device according to claim 5, wherein the DRM
proxy and the player are configured to connect using
the HTTPS protocol and the URLs of the playlist are
formatted with the HTTPS protocol, whereby the
DRM proxy returns the packets to the player through
an encrypted channel.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Wiedergeben von digitalen Inhalten,
die durch ein DRM-Schema geschützt sind, wobei
die geschützten digitalen Inhalte durch eine Anwen-
dervorrichtung (100) von einem Medienserver (200)
in Form von geschützten Paketen heruntergeladen
werden, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Ausführen eines DRM-Proxys (150) in der An-
wendervorrichtung (100), wobei der DRM-Proxy
den Medienserver (200) und einen Player (110)
verbindet, wobei der Player konfiguriert ist, um
HTTP-Streaming zu implementieren;
Ausführen eines HTTP-Streaming-Servers (6)
in dem DRM-Proxy;
Konfigurieren des DRM-Proxys, um vom Player
ausgegebene HTTP-Anforderungen zu bear-
beiten;
Darbieten einer Playliste im HTTP Streaming-
Format durch den DRM-Proxy, einschließlich ei-
ner Liste von URLs, welche die geschützten Pa-
kete lokalisieren, wobei die Paket-URLs forma-
tiert sind, um auf die Anwendervorrichtung zu
verweisen;
Empfangen der Playliste im Player, wodurch der
Player nacheinander eine Anforderung für jeden
URL in der Playliste ausgibt, und jeder URL zum
HTTP-Streaming-Server des DRM-Proxys ge-
richtet wird;
Erwerben einer Lizenz im DRM-Proxy, um auf
das von einer aktuellen URL-Anforderung iden-
tifizierte geschützte Paket zuzugreifen;

Entschlüsseln des geschützten Pakets in dem
DRM-Proxy aufgrund der Lizenz und
Rückführen eines dem entschlüsselten Paket
entsprechenden Pakets an den Player als Re-
aktion auf die aktuelle URL-Anforderung.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der DRM-Proxy
und der Player konfiguriert sind, um sich unter An-
wendung des HTTPS-Protokolls zu verbinden und
die URLs der Playliste mit dem HTTPS-Protokoll for-
matiert werden, wodurch der DRM-Proxy die Pakete
durch einen verschlüsselten Kanal an den Player zu-
rückführt.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, umfassend:
Verbinden des DRM-Proxys mit dem Medienserver,
Auswählen eines herunterzuladenden digitalen In-
halts und Abrufen einer entsprechenden externen
Playliste; Transformieren der externen Playliste in
die Playliste im HTTP-Streaming-Format und Anfor-
dern beim Medienserver durch den DRM-Proxy ei-
nes entfernten Pakets, das dem in der aktuellen
URL-Anforderung identifizierten Paket entspricht,
und Empfangen des externen Pakets im DRM-Proxy
als das zu entschlüsselnde geschützte Paket.

4. Nichtflüchtiges, computerlesbares Speichermedi-
um, das Anweisungen speichert, die, wenn sie auf
einem Prozessor ausgeführt werden, das Verfahren
nach Anspruch 1 ausführen.

5. Anwendervorrichtung (100) zum Wiedergeben von
digitalen Inhalten, die durch ein DRM-Schema ge-
schützt sind und von einem Medienserver (200) in
Form von geschützten Paketen heruntergeladen
werden, umfassend:

einen Netzanschluss zu einem Player (110), der
konfiguriert ist, um ein HTTP-Streaming-Proto-
koll zu implementieren;
einen DRM-Proxy (150), der den Medienserver
und den Playeranschluss verbindet, wobei der
DRM-Proxy konfiguriert ist, um
einen HTTP-Streaming-Server zu betreiben;
HTTP Anforderungen zu bearbeiten, die vom
Player ausgegeben werden;
eine Playliste im HTTP-Streaming-Format dar-
zubieten, die eine Liste von URLs enthält, wel-
che die geschützten Pakete lokalisiert, wobei
die Paket-URLs formatiert sind, um auf die An-
wendervorrichtung zu verweisen;
Senden der Playliste durch den Netzanschluss
an den Player;
Empfangen einer URL-Anforderung von dem
Player an dem Netzanschluss;
Erlangen einer Lizenz für den Zugriff auf das
von der URL-Anforderung identifizierte, ge-
schützte Paket;
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Entschlüsseln des geschützten Pakets auf-
grund der Lizenz und
Rückführen eines Pakets, das dem entschlüs-
selten Paket entspricht, an den Player.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, wobei der DRM-Proxy
und der Player konfiguriert sind, um sich unter An-
wendung des HTTPS-Protokolls zu verbinden und
die URLs der Playliste mit dem HTTPS-Protokoll for-
matiert sind, wodurch der DRM-Proxy die Pakete
durch einen verschlüsselten Kanal an den Player zu-
rückführt.

Revendications

1. Procédé destiné à la lecture de contenus numéri-
ques protégés par un système DRM, les contenus
numériques protégés étant téléchargés par un dis-
positif d’utilisateur (100) à partir d’un serveur multi-
média (200) sous la forme de paquets protégés, le
procédé comprenant :

l’exécution d’un proxy DRM (150) à l’intérieur du
dispositif d’utilisateur (100), le proxy DRM assu-
rant l’interface entre le serveur multimédia (200)
et un lecteur (110), le lecteur étant configuré
pour mettre en œuvre la diffusion en continu
HTTP ;
l’exécution d’un serveur de diffusion en continu
HTTP (6) dans le proxy DRM ;
la configuration du proxy DRM pour traiter les
demandes HTTP émises par le lecteur ;
la desserte par le proxy DRM d’une liste de lec-
ture au format de diffusion en continu HTTP
comportant une liste d’adresses URL localisant
les paquets protégés, les adresses URL des pa-
quets étant formatées pour pointer vers le dis-
positif d’utilisateur ;
la réception de la liste de lecture dans le lecteur,
grâce à quoi le lecteur émet successivement
une demande pour chaque adresse URL dans
la liste de lecture et chaque adresse URL est
dirigée vers le serveur de diffusion en continu
HTTP du proxy DRM ;
dans le proxy DRM, l’acquisition d’une licence
pour accéder au paquet protégé identifié par une
demande d’adresse URL en cours ;
le décryptage du paquet protégé dans le proxy
DRM basé sur la licence ; et
le renvoi d’un paquet correspondant au paquet
décrypté au lecteur en réponse à la demande
d’adresse URL en cours.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le
proxy DRM et le lecteur sont configurés pour se con-
necter à l’aide du protocole HTTPS et les adresses
URL de la liste de lecture sont formatées avec le

protocole HTTPS, grâce à quoi le proxy DRM renvoie
les paquets au lecteur par l’intermédiaire d’un canal
crypté.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant :

la connexion du proxy DRM au serveur multi-
média, la sélection d’un contenu numérique de-
vant être téléchargé et la récupération d’une liste
de lecture distante correspondante ;
la transformation de la liste de lecture distante
en ladite liste de lecture au format de diffusion
en continu HTTP ; et
la demande, à partir du proxy DRM au serveur
multimédia, d’un paquet distant correspondant
au paquet identifié dans la demande d’adresse
URL en cours et la réception du paquet distant
dans le proxy DRM en tant que paquet protégé
à décrypter.

4. Support de stockage non transitoire lisible par ordi-
nateur mémorisant des instructions qui, lorsqu’elles
sont exécutées sur un processeur, réalisent le pro-
cédé selon la revendication 1.

5. Dispositif d’utilisateur (100) destiné à la lecture de
contenus numériques protégés par un système
DRM et téléchargés à partir d’un serveur multimédia
(200) dans le DRM de paquets protégés,
comprenant :

une connexion de réseau à un lecteur (110) con-
figuré pour mettre en œuvre un protocole de dif-
fusion en continu HTTP ;
un proxy DRM (150) assurant l’interface entre
le serveur multimédia et la connexion du lecteur,
le proxy DRM étant configuré pour
faire fonctionner un serveur de diffusion en con-
tinu HTTP ;
traiter les demandes HTTP émises par le
lecteur ;
desservir une liste de lecture au format de dif-
fusion en continu HTTP comportant une liste
d’adresses URL localisant les paquets proté-
gés, les adresses URL des paquets étant for-
matées pour pointer vers le dispositif
d’utilisateur ;
envoyer la liste de lecture au lecteur par l’inter-
médiaire de la connexion de réseau ;
recevoir une demande d’adresse URL en pro-
venance du lecteur sur la connexion de réseau
acquérir une licence pour accéder au paquet
protégé identifié par la demande d’adresse
URL;
décrypter le paquet protégé basé sur la licence ;
et
renvoyer un paquet correspondant au paquet
décrypté au lecteur.
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6. Dispositif selon la revendication 5, dans lequel le
proxy DRM et le lecteur sont configurés pour se con-
necter à l’aide du protocole HTTPS et les adresses
URL de la liste de lecture sont formatées avec le
protocole HTTPS, grâce à quoi le proxy DRM renvoie
les paquets au lecteur par l’intermédiaire d’un canal
crypté.
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